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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN THE PHILIPPINES:
A NARROWING WINDOW
Combined human activities and natural phenomena has led to the increasingly unfavourable
environmental dilemma such as climate change and natural disasters which also brought problems on
political and socio-economic condition of many countries. Humans have negatively (and irreversibly)
impacted the environment, endangering the survival of the earth and the future generations of all
kinds of living things.
These alarming situation brought global attention to shift to more ecologically- friendly
mind set and change in the behaviour aiming towards more responsible and efficient management of
resources that causes minimal effect or impact on the environment. This mind set that ensures the
long-term use of resources, without compromising the ability of the future generations to meet their
own needs is considered within the concept of sustainable development (United Nations General
Assembly, 1987). In order to achieve complete sustainable development, there has to be a balance
among environmental sustainability focusing on maintaining the quality of the environment, social
sustainability which ensures preservation of cultural identity and diversity and economic sustainability,
necessary to maintain and support the living standards of people.
However, it is quite a reality that we see a lot of nature suffering from relentless misuse and
overexploitation by humans because they are not very much aware of the potential consequences
which could lead to threaten the existence of our very own planet . Consider global warming as
caused by too much presence of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases and further exacerbated
by cutting down of trees as one of the primary means for carbon dioxide sequestration. It can be
noted that up to now, the government has not done significantly well in curbing carbon dioxide
emission in the country which is included in the Paris pact on Climate Change where the Philippines
signed into an agreement, among other 194 countries. People still casually and carelessly spew
so much of the gas in the air and still practice burning, use coal as fuel in some industries and
smoke belching vehicles remain rampant in the streets as they go unnoticed and unapprehended by
authorities.
What does this mean? Though we know that development and sustainability have the
tendency to create counterproductive effects, we do so little to at least mitigate the negative effects.
The government launched a national tree planting initiative but still, the air is continuously poisoned
by the people and most of them do not practice waste segregation at home. We Filipinos do not take
conscious effort on making our planet sustainable and only know of band aid instead of long term
solutions to address problems. We have less concern for our environment as we continue treating
ourselves as mere “consumers” rather than “stewards” or caretakers.
Illegal loggers still abound in the mountains, earning so much from this activity but leaving
the forest deserted and living things displaced and deprived of their natural habitat. We do have
legislations on penalizing violators of environment-related activities but we still need a lot to improve
on strictly implementing these laws. Sadly, it is us, too humans, especially the marginalized and
vulnerable sectors of our society who are greatly suffering. While there is scarcity of resources, the
cost of commodities, products and services increase which unfortunately burdens on the poor more
than those who can afford.
There is nothing wrong with progress as every nation aims to provide better quality of life
to its citizens but not at the expense of the environment. We only have one planet and it would be
better if we could preserve it and let our children see how beautiful it is.
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VISION

To become an ASEAN Premier State
University in 2020.

MISSION

The Pangasinan State University, through
instruction, research, extension, and
production, commits to develop highly
principled, morally upright, innovative and
globally competent individuals capable of
meeting the needs of industry, public service
and civil society.

CORE VALUES

Accountability and Transparency
Credibility and Integrity
Competence and Commitment to Achieve
Excellence in Service Delivery
Social and Environmental Responsiveness
Spirituality

QUALITY POLICY

The Pangasinan State University shall be
recognized as an ASEAN premier state
university that provides quality education and
satisfactory service delivery through instruction,
research, extension and production.
We commit our expertise and resources
to produce professionals who meet the
expectations of the industry and other
interested parties in the national and
international community.
We shall continuously improve our
operations in response to the changing
environment and in support of the
institution’s strategic direction.
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As
the
year
advances, the university
cannot afford to be unyielding
and comfortable with what it
already achieved by far. With the
tenacity and dynamism that I share
with my co-administrators, we have
set concrete goals for PSU this year
which activates once again our sense of
purpose as a strong-willed institution,
always ready to embrace change. The
milieu for growth and development has
always been in place in our midst as
we see positive developments gaining
tangible results leading to excellent
outcomes—quality graduates.
First of all, we have revisited
our SUC Levelling status, parameter by
parameter to see where we need to do
better, what actions and strategies need
calibration and what decisions need
immediate deployment and priming.
We have determined performance gaps
and identified ways to respond to these
areas to make sure we will collect all
the necessary points needed to hit the
target---SUC Level 5, an elusive but not
an impossible dream status that PSU
wants to earn and hopefully, own in the
future. Like a fearless lion, we are ready
to conquer our fears and mightily face
all the challenges in this competitive
world amidst dearth of resources. If
successful, we shall be the first SUC in
the Philippines with this highly-coveted
status.
Second, I would like to make
sure that this year, we will secure the
prestigious Philippine Quality Award,
an award for embracing integrated
approach for performance management
that sets the standard of excellence to

Right on Track
DR. DEXTER R. BUTED
University President

help Philippine organizations achieve
world-class performance. It uses an
internationally comparable framework
and criteria patterned from the Malcolm
Baldrige
Performance
Excellence
Program for the US based on the
principles of Total Quality Management.
Last year, the university earned a site
visit after the Development Academy
of the Philippines (DAP) found the
submitted 55-page application report
of the university meritorious. As of the
moment, PSU is waiting for the final
decision of the Office of the President
of the Republic for its declaration.
I personally introduced PQA to the
university because I believe that it
has a perfect complementation and
integration with the established Quality
Management System of PSU in terms
of areas such of leadership, strategies,
customer,
measurement,
analysis
and knowledge management, human
resource, operations and results.
Finally, as of the moment, the
composite Quality Assurance Unit of
the University is gearing up as PSU
submits itself this year to Institutional

Accreditation (IA) by the
Accrediting Agency of Chartered
Colleges and Universities in
the Philippines (AACCUP) using
the Institutional Outcomes-Based
Accreditation
Instrument.
The
Instrument is parallel and in congruence
with Commission on Higher Education’s
Institutional Sustainability Assessment
(ISA) with components such as: (a)
Governance and Management (b)
Teaching, Learning and Evaluation
(c) Faculty and Staff (d) Research (e)
Extension, Consultancy and Linkages
(f) Support to Students (g) Library (h)
Infrastructure and Learning Resources
and (i) Quality Assurance Culture. The
University is determined to go through
IA because of its relevance and
usefulness in its operations. It is also a
public demonstration that PSU fulfils its
mission of providing quality education
by satisfying the set standards for
higher education institutions. It can be
recalled that PSU was subjected to ISA
July of last year and from this departure,
I am expecting that more or less, the
university is in an advantageous plane
to take flight for IA.
PSUnians, I am appealing to all
of you to take your fair share of the
tasks on hand. Let us help one another
as we, your administrators could not do
it alone without your cooperation and
support. Our strength lies not on the
brilliance and excellence of one or two
leaders but rather built on the concerted
effort and combined talents of each one
of us.
Onward, PSU in its continuous
pursuit for excellence and quality service!
May God continue to bless us all!
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GOLDEN LION AWARDS. Dr. Dexter R. Buted, University President,
and Hon. Beverly Tugas, Student Regent, posing with the finalists of this
year’s Gawad Parangal para sa Natatanging Mag-aaral ng PSU.

Bayambang Campus mars Lingayen GP dynasty
A HISTORICAL FEAT!
Adrian Veloso, a fourth year student taking up Bachelor of Secondary Education major in Communication Arts-English, made
it possible for Bayambang Campus to seize the top spot in the most coveted award for the students of the Pangasinan
State University (PSU), the Gawad Parangal para sa Natatatanging Mag-aaral ng PSU, after the four-year reign of Lingayen
Campus.
“This victory has always been a
goal of our campus. However, no student
of PSU Bayambang was recognized as the
Pinakanatatanging Mag-aaral ng PSU before,”
said Veloso when asked about his feelings
after winning the Gawad Parangal 2019.
Veloso expressed his gratitude upon
finally winning the Gawad Parangal after their
former bet, Prince Ricky Varona, only neared
the edge of the top spot by landing in the
second place.
“Last year, we placed second through
Kuya Prince Ricky Varona, a fellow English
major and one of the many people who I
really, really look up to. We were all sad. Thus,
we have all prayed to be victorious this year,”
he averred.
Likewise, he voiced out that winning
the Gawad Parangal para sa Pinakanatatanging
Mag-aaral Award is his way to show gratitude
to his campus after helping him grow and be
the person he is now.
“Noong napili na po ako to represent
our campus, I really prayed harder. Ang naisip
ko na lang po noon is that, ito ay isa sa mga
paraan para ipakita ko na sobrang grateful
po ako sa PSU Bayambang para sa lahat ng
ginawa nito para sa akin, so kailangan ko pong
manalo. PSU, particularly the Bayambang
Campus has always been there for me and I
couldn't be more grateful,” he added.
More so, Veloso was truly a perfect fit
as this year’s Pinakanatatanging Mag-aaral as

he manifests his excellence in academics being
a candidate for an Academic Distinction Award,
and in co-curricular activities as he served as the
former House Speaker of SSC PSU Bayambang,
President of the Integrated Practice Teaching
Organization (IPTO) and Chairperson of the
Federated Student Government Electoral
Tribunal, and the current Editor-in-Chief of the
Official Student Publication of PSU Bayambang
Campus (The Reflector), Chairperson of the
Campus' Electoral Tribunal, and the President
of LiterAtura.

Awards Night

With Hon. Francis N. Tolentino
and Hon. Ferdinand Richard Michael Marcos
Manotoc as the two Guests of Honor and
Speaker, the nine finalists of the 2019 Gawad
Parangal para sa Natatanging Mag-aaral ng
PSU who are truly worthy of emulation were
revealed during the Awards Night on April 30
at the PSU Lingayen Campus Convention Hall.
Below are the Natatanging Magaaral awardees ranked in order based on
the qualifications and requirements set by
the University during the scrupulous search:
1st Place- Adrian Veloso of Bayambang
Campus; 2nd Place- Jessica Ordona of Sta.
Maria Campus; 3rd Place- Joe Lopez Garcia of
Infanta Campus; 4th Place- Alvin Garcia of San
Carlos City Campus; 5th Place- Alena Albitos of
Lingayen Campus; 6th Place- Anna Rebekah
Garcia of Binmaley Campus; 7th Place- Tiffany

Ferrer of Urdaneta City Campus; 8th PlaceRico Salvador of Asingan Campus; and 9th
Place- Joanna Reate of Alaminos Campus.

Selection Process

The ‘Gawad Parangal para sa
Natatanging Mag-aaral’ is already on its fifth
year of searching for the most outstanding
student of the University after it was launched
on 2015 through the initiative of the University
President, Dr. Dexter R. Buted and with
the assistance of the Office of the Students
Services and Alumni Affairs (OSSAA).
The search has already led to five
Pinakanatatanging Mag-aaral of PSU namely:
2015– Menard P. Nava (Lingayen Campus);
2016– Mark Marlon P. De Vera (Lingayen
Campus); 2017– Mohamed Ardaniel Swandi
(Lingayen Campus); 2018– Patrice A. Flores
(Lingayen Campus); and 2019– Adrian Veloso
(Bayambang Campus).
The selection process starts when
the OSSAA formally opens the application for
the students which will be turned over to the
campus SSAA coordinators which will then
select their official representative per campus.
Afterwards, the candidates will
be assessed by the Special Evaluating Team
which consists of selected University Officials
using different criteria in three categoriesAcademics, Co-Curricular, and Interview/Public
Forum.
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SHS stude hauls awards
in nat’l research conference

CHABELITA M. LABSAN, a Grade 12
student of Pangasinan State University
(PSU) Infanta Campus was hailed a
pride of the University after clinching
two awards– Best in Paper and Best
in Abstract– for her study entitled,
“The Effect of Cassave Tuber Roots
in the Growth Performance of Native
Pigs” during the 1st National Student
Conference
on
Multidisciplinary
Research held at Universidad de
Zamboanga, Zamboanga City on April
12-13, 2019.
Coached by Dr. Dorothy Joy S.
Noble, Labsan spent time and effort to
pursue her study in a hope to create a
breakthrough after finding out that
native pigs are a great source of
income since they are easy to
raise and are adaptable to local
conditions.
Said
conference
with
the theme “Empowering the 21st
Century
Learner
through
Research, Education, and
Information Technology”
was attended by 94
student-researchers
who presented their
respective studies. Dr.
Ray Butch D. Mahinay,
Division ALS Coordinator
of Cagayan De
Oro and Dr.
Noel P. Anicas,
Research
Director/
Dean Institute
of
Graduate
Studies of Gordon
College
shared
their expertise in
research being the
keynote speakers of the
LABSAN
		NSCMR.

A TASTY VICTORY. Students, with their coaches, Mr. Rricky Tim Sison and Dr. Romary Lincod, during the
courtesy call with the university officials after winning awards in the Uong-Balat FIESTA.

Culinary duo kitchen mettle prevails at Uong-Balat FIESTA

PANGASINAN STATE UNIVERSITY (PSU) Bachelor of Science in Hospitality
Management (BSHM) students conquered the Uong-Balat FIESTA [Farms and
Industry Encounter through Science and Technology Agenda] Cook Fest after
grabbing the top spot with their most palatable dish made from Oyster Mushroom
and Sea Cucumber held on March 13-15 at the University of Northern Philippines
(UNP), Vigan City, Ilocos Sur.
With their dish named ‘Uong sa
Gata na may Inatsarang Balat ng Suha’,
Danny Boy Francis Flores and Dan Micheal
Jacobe, with their coach Mr. Rricky Tim
Sison, proved the high-standard culinary
skills of PSUnians in the three-day activity
which was organized by Ilocos Agriculture,
Aquatic, and Natural Resources Research
and Development Consortium (ILAARRDEC)
in coordination with its two member
institutions, UNP and Ilocos Sur Polytechnic
State College (ISPSC) as hosts.
On the other hand, student
dancers from the University also brought
home victory as they landed on the third
place for the Creative Dance category.
More so, the activity features two
DOST-PCAARRD funded projects, the Oyster
Mushroom and Sea Cucumber, and will serve
as a platform to strengthen the adoption
and commercialization of the developed
technologies on these commodities.

Anchored on the theme “Agriaqua Industry for Sustainable Growth and
Collective Prosperity”, Uong-Balat highlights
production, marketing, and value adding
commodities through the abovementioned
competitions. There were also a techno/
farmers and students’ forum, technology
matching, and field visit sustained by the
participants.
A technology forum on Sea
Cucumber and Oyster Mushroom was also
conducted along the testimonials of best
practices by the farmers and technology
matching by Don Mariano Marcos Memorial
State University, Mariano Marcos State
University, Department of Science and
Technology, PhilRice, National Economic
and Development Authority and Bureau of
Fisheries and Aquatic Resources.
Likewise, the participants had the
chance to visit the Oyster Mushroom Farm
before the awarding ceremonies began on
the third day of the said undertaking.

Campus journos carve name in nat’l journ scene, win big in ‘19 LHEPC

PANGASINAN STATE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS JOURNALISTS etched the institution’s name in the national journalism
scene after winning big in the Luzonwide Higher Educational Press Conference (LHEPC) on March 6 to 8 at the Villa Alfredo
Resort, San Fernando City Pampanga.
The following emerged victors in
the series of competition in the national
press con: LINGAYEN CAMPUS CAST
Chroncile– 2nd Place Editorial Cartooning
Filipino- Jomel Sarmiento, 2nd Place
Photojournalism English- Napoleon Cruz,
8th Place Photojournalism Filipino- Julius
Pasiliao; STA MARIA CAMPUS The Golden
Harvest– 2nd Place Editorial Cartooning
English- Kenneth Padillon; URDANETA CITY
CAMPUS Technoscope– 6th Place Sports
Writing English- Christine Joy Villamater,

8th Place DevCom Writing English- Ericson
Velasco; BINMALEY CAMPUS Aquasounds–
6th Place Opinion Writing Filipino- Adrian
Dela Cruz.
It can be recalled that on
November 27-29, 2018, the campus
journalists who represented the University
and the region on the national leg of the
said press conference already proved their
skills in journalism and in multi-media arts
after topping other contenders from the
different Higher Educational Institutions in

the region.
On the other hand, Alena Albitos,
the Editor-in-Chief of the proclaimed
Oustanding Publication in Pangasinan during
the RHEPC, CAST Chronicle, elaborated, in
behalf of her fellow campus journalists,
that representing the Pangasinan State
University in such big arena has always
been both privilege and honor to them
as they carry the name of one of the
Philippines’ oustanding Higher Educational
Institutions.
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Lingayen corps marches in RAATI-I top spot
PANGASINAN STATE UNIVERSITY (PSU) LINGAYEN RESERVE OFFICERS’
TRAINING CORPS (ROTC) UNIT snatched the third spot in the Regional
Annual Administrative and Tactical Inspection (RAATI) after the Administrative
and Tactical Inspection held on April 25 at the Diamond Park, Capitol Grounds.

ONWARDS! Pangasinan State University Lingayen
ROTC Unit marching in the Capitol Grounds for the 2019
Regional Annual Administrative and Tactical Inspection.

RAATI is an on-site inspection
of all active ROTC units of Universities
and Colleges in the Ilocos Region fronted
by the 1st Regional Community Defense
Group under the Philippine Army Reserve
Command.
More so, the Lingayen Corps,
composed of ROTC Units of PSU Lingayen,
Binmaley and Alaminos City, and other units
in the region were assessed by the Chairman
of the 2018-2019 Inspection Team, Col.
Ramon F. Laudencia.
Meanwhile, PSU Lingayen ROTC
and the other ROTC Units of the University

SHARING BEST PRACTICES:

in Urdaneta, Asingan and Bayambang, which
were also part of the RAATI-I, undergone
immense trainings to really showcase their
skills in the Administration Inspection (which
includes, filing system, office management
completeness of records, ROTC assistant
commandant’s briefing, training aids and
reference materials, cadets’ attendance,
and method of instruction of tactical noncommissioned officer) and in the Tactical
Inspection (which includes company
drill, field stripping, map reading, small
unit leadership and tactics, and oral and
demonstration graded exercises).

4 HEIs meet with PSU execs
IN THE MONTHS OF MARCH AND APRIL, four (4) Higher Educational Institutions (HEIs) visited Pangasinan State
University (PSU) to converse with the University’s Top Management, and Process Owners of the different areas of PSU’s
Quality Management System.
It can be noted that PSU is one of the emerging institutions in the country as the university, through the leadership of Dr. Dexter
R. Buted, received numerous recognitions such as ‘Oustanding Quality Assurance Unit in the Philippines’, ‘Investors in People Silver
Award’, ‘Top Performing SUC in the Philippines’, ‘Multi-campus ISO 9001:2015 certification’, and more making it a credible institution for
benchmarking activities.
BATANGAS STATE UNIVERSITY
Esteemed for its excellence in the
field of academics, research and student
learning management, PSU was identified
by Benguet State University (BSU) for its
benchmarking activity on Tuesday, March 5.
The activity stirred up from BSU’s
initiative to improve its Open University and
Graduate School’s services to its clientele.
Relative thereof, BSU set an
appointment with PSU Open University
System Officials represented by Dr. Liza L.
Quimson and Dr. Randy Joy Ventayen.
Along this, BSU expressed its
intents to visit Open Distance E-Learning
(ODEL) facilities and its management for
student learning.
NORTH LUZON PHILIPPINES STATE
COLLEGE
After this activity on March 5,

BSU

NLPSC

it was immediately followed on March 28
when North Luzon Philippines State College
(NLPSC) benchmarked with PSU regarding
best practices along Student Council
Programs and the services facilitated by the
Student Services.
Hon. Beverly Tugas, PSU Student
Regent presented on the student council
programs while services in the Guidance
Office were thoroughly explained by Ms.
Beverly Fernandez, Guidance Counselor,
Lingayen Campus.
LAGUNA STATE POLYTECHNIC
UNIVERSITY
Meanwhile, on April 11 another
institution in the name of Laguna State
Polytechnic University (LSPU) benchmarked
on Research and Extension’s best practices
with Dr. Virgilio C. Barongan, Vice President
for Research and Extension and Dr. Benica

LSPU

Briones, Director for Extension as the key
speakers of the activity.
The group specifically focused on
the Reseach and Extension of Binmaley
Campus where Dr. Valentin Calpo and Dr.
Dominica Sajonas showcased the Campus’s
Extension best practices.
DON MARIANO MARCOS MEMORIAL
STATE UNIVERSITY
Lastly, Don Mariano Marcos
Memorial State University (DMMMSU) visited
PSU on April 25 for another benchmarking
activity on the University’s ISO journey.
Dr. Dexter R. Buted, the University
President led in welcoming the delegates
and joined Dr. Manolito Manuel, Quality
Management Representative, and Prof.
Elbert Galas, Director for Quality Assurance
in presenting the University’s Quality
Assurance mechanisms.

DMMMSU
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PSU gears up for Institutional Accreditation
EYEING VICTORY. PSU Institutional Accreditation Team
with AACCUP’s Dr. Manuel Corpuz and Dr. Glenda De Lara
after the Consultation Activity.

IN PREPARATION FOR THE UPCOMING INSTITUTIONAL ACCREDITATION (IA) THIS YEAR, the IA team of
Pangasinan State University (PSU), composed of all Area Chairs, Co-chairs and their members, conducted a Consultation
Activity with the Accrediting Agency of Chartered Colleges and Universities of the Philippines’ (AACCUP) Executive Director,
and Treasurer/ Member, AACCUP Board of Trustees, Dr. Manuel Corpuz and Dr. Glenda De Lara respectively last April 28 at
Pangasinan State University Convention Hall.
The IA is up for grab by the
university on the grounds of meeting all
the requirements to assure quality along
the areas: Governance and Management;
Teaching,
Learning
and
Evaluation;
Faculty and Staff; Research; Extension
and Consultancy and Linkages; Support
to Students; Library; Infrastructure and
Learning Resources; and Quality Assurance
Culture
“PSU cannot afford to let go of an
upgrade in its status as it holds multiple

accreditations one after the other and IA
is one of the targets of the university this
year,” Dr. Manolito Manuel, Vice President
for Academic Affairs, expressed his
encouragement to the team to continue to
perform their duties for the success of the
accreditation.
Hence, the activity was focused
on the presentation of the Institution’s
Portfolio packaged and compiled by
the Technical Working Group to the
abovementioned AACCUP officials for

CEL introduces new QA tool
THROUGH THE INITIATIVE OF THE CENTER FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE
(CEL) Director, Dr. Luzviminda Q. Ramos, Pangasinan State University (PSU)
endorsed a new Quality Assurance (QA) tool to improve the quality of students’
papers through an orientation on April 30 at the PSU De Venecia Information
and Technology Center.
According to Dr. Ramos, said
tool targets accuracy of the citations in all
research papers in the University.
Theses, dissertations, test items,
and learning resource materials from both
the Undergraduate in all the University’s
programs in all of PSU’s nine campuses
and Graduate School students in the Open
University System (OUS) and School of
Advanced Studies (SAS) at PSU will be
assessed using the said mechanism.
This transformational move by
the University is geared towards promoting
tradition of accuracy and reliability among

all the professionals and students’ research
papers giving flesh to PSU’s core value of
credibility and integrity.
“I think it’s a great move by the
university since we [students] haven’t
got much help time-to-time from our
advisers. Now we can be assured
on the quality and accuracy
of our research papers,” said
Jonela Marie Dacasin, a
third year Bachelor in Public
Administration
student
currently
finishing
her
research paper.

their comments and suggestions for
improvement.
Moreover, PSU Officials, headed
by Dr. Dexter R. Buted, Quality Assurance
Unit, and Technical Working Committees
also visited Bulacan State University
(BulSU) Malolos City Campus to acquire
more information and tips from BulSU’s
university executives to help in the pursuit
of the University to undergo Institutional
Accreditation.

#PSUPride

MR. ARNULFO E. TABERNA JR., BS
Fisheries alumnus of PSU Binmaley campus
batch 2013 pursued, through
a
scholarship
grant
provided by Food and
Agriculture OrganizationWorld Fisheries University
(FAO-WFU), and earned
a degree of Master of
Science in Fisheries major
in Social Science at
Busan, South Korea.
At present, Mr.
Taberna is working
with
BFAR-CAR
at Baguio City as
Fishing Regulation
Officer (FIRO) in
Benguet Provice.
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Alaminos City Campus
Student Center
nears completion

THROUGH THE SUPPORT OF
DR. DEXTER R. BUTED, University
President,
to
student-focused
undertakings, the nearly-completed
Student Center will soon be utilized by
the different student organizations in
Pangasinan State University Alaminos
City Campus.
The edifice dedicated for the
students has finally come into existence
(Phase 1) early in 2018 after it was
initiated sometime in 2017 complying with
the recommendation of the University’s
regulatory and accrediting agencies.
The project, however, was not
immediately turned over to its end users due
to some revisions and implementations on

HAVEN OF YOUNG MINDS. Seen in the photo is the facade
of the nearly completed Students Center in Alaminos City
Campus. (Photo by: Prof. Rene Cacho)

the program of work, but according to Prof.
Rene D. Cacho, PSU Alaminos City Campus
Administrative Officer, once completed, the
new Student Center will house the guidance
office, student services and Student Activity
Center at the ground floor. The second
floor will house the office of the Supreme
Student Council and a Session Hall where
student leaders can hold meetings.
For now, utilization of the building
is still limited since it is not yet completed.
Amidst this, students in the Alaminos City
Campus are still grateful and their feedbacks
come in a way.

STRONG INTERNATIONAL LINKAGE. PSU University officials holding their certificates after
their talks in the Namseoul University. (Photo by: Dr. Cristeta Dulos)

PSU, NSU toughen partnership;

4 PSU officials render service to NSU

THE INKED MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING between Namseoul
University (NSU) and Pangasinan State University (PSU) was strengthened as four PSU
officials namely Dr. Paulo V. Cenas, Dr. Cristeta C. Dulos, Dr. Luzviminda Q. Ramos,
and Dr. Raquel C. Pambid visited Namseoul University, an International Graduate
School at Cheonan, South Korea to serve as visiting guest lecturers last April 11-13.
Dr. Cenas lectured on Statistical
Analysis using computer while Dr. Dulos
delivered on Innovations in teaching Social
Studies as a learning area. Also, Dr. Ramos
discussed on Principles and Practices of
Second Language Learning and Teaching
while Dr. Pambid presented on Cross-Roads
to Research.
These four PSU officials extended
a great help to the partner University in
a hope to send scholars for a Masters or
Doctorate degree in NamSeoul as they
returned home on April 14.
Further plans will be developed
and agreed upon after consultation between

the two universities in order to carry out the
aforementioned activities included in the
memorandum.
It can be recalled that the
partnership between Namseoul University
(NSU) and Pangasinan State University
(PSU) had long begun last October 24, 2017
through a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) signed by the four top administrators
from both universities in the names of Dr.
Dexter R. Buted- PSU President, and Dr.
Adonis S. Bautista- PSU SAS Executive
Director, and Dr. Kong Chung Ja- NSU
President and Dr. Sean Shin- Dean of the
Global Education Institute in NSU.

Int’l web
publication lauds
PSU’s news story

QS WOWNEWS, an international
online platform for universities to
publish their latest education news,
commended one of Pangasinan State
University (PSU) news stories uploaded
last February entitled ‘Pangasinan State
University: Where Quality Comes First’.
Said online publication regarded
the article with a high readership value and
good quality, and recorded a high number
of views as it received a recognition as the
Top 2 Article for the month of March edging
American University in the Emirates in the
third place and following Taipei Medical
University at the first spot.
“We are very lucky to have a
stage where we can communicate PSU’s
best practices and performance highlights
for free. QSWOWNEWS.COM opened the
doors for PSU to be known not only in the
ASEAN region but throughout the world.
This is one of the bold steps that we can do
to penetrate the global market, by making
them know what PSU can offer,” Ms. Celeste
T. Mercado, the Public Relations, Publication
and Information Office (PRPIO) Director
and the author of the said article expressed.
Meanwhile the PRPIO is set to
submit another article for the upcoming
months hoping to receive the same if not, a
good reputation in the legion of universities
in the world.
On the other hand, the article
features the recent award received by PSU
as one among the Top 5 Most Outstanding
Internal Quality Assurance Unit of 2018
awarded by the Accrediting Agency of
Chartered Colleges and Universities in the
Philippines (AACCUP). The said award is
a testament of the strong built-in quality
assurance measures integrated in the
system of PSU’s operations enabling it to
earn various QA recognitions and awards.
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PSU among 5 univs with Best IQA Unit

ONE OF THE BEST. Led by Dr. Dexter R. Buted, Pangasinan State
University Officials manifesting their gratitude through smiles after
being awarded and recognized by the AACCUP Inc. as one of the
five SUCs in the country with the Most Outstanding IQA Unit.

QUALITY SERVICE AT ITS FINEST!
Once again Pangasinan State University (PSU) prides itself as the
University President, Dr. Dexter R. Buted, with some of the University Officials, received
the Certificate of Commendation for being among the five Universities in the Philippines with Most
Outstanding Internal Quality Assurance (IQA) Unit for 2018 during the 32nd Accrediting Agency of Chartered
Colleges and Universities in the Philippines, Inc. (AACCUP) Annual National Conference at the Century Park
Hotel, Manila on March 7.
The award is another
attestation
of
PSU’s
strong
commitment not only to sustain
its Quality Assurance thrust but
to strengthen it with greater
expanse of mechanisms leading to
ASEAN recognition and ultimately,
internationalization.
Along
with
PSU,
the
following State Universities and
Colleges (SUCs) also received the
same commendation: Polytechnic
University of the Philippines; West
Visayas State University; Visayas
State University; and Jose Rizal
Memorial State University.
Hence, it can be recalled
that Dr. Buted was the pioneer of
the establishment of the Quality
Assurance Unit in the University

on 2015 which helped in the
attainment of the University’s present
achievements especially in the
passing of PSU in the audit of AJA
Registrars gaining the approval of the
auditors to recommend the University
for an ISO recertification.
“There were situations which
called for deliberation, sleepless
nights and clash of ideals before
coming into a design that would
resolve the concerns,” recounted
by Dr. Galas being one of the core
officials responsible for the award.
Hence,
prior
to
the
conference, AACCUP did a stringent
evaluation to the Internal Quality
Assurance Units (IQAU) of all State
Universities and Colleges (SUCs)
to ascertain the status of their

viability. A part of the evaluation
was the existence of a Board
Resolution Number creating the
IQAU. Information on the Official
designated as Director and his staff,
the budget allotted to IQAU in 2018,
existence of an office, and the 2018
accomplishments and activities of
the unit were also included in the
evaluation.
More so, in relation to the
Annual National Conference, an
invitation was sent to the Office of the
President requesting the attendance
of PSU officials for the General
Assembly on March 6. It began
with a roll-call to SUC attendees,
presentation of Annual report of the
President, financial statements, and
plans and projects of the University’s
IQAU.

10
China gov’t to
tie up with PSU

IN
AN
INCREASINGLY
TREMENDOUS EFFORT TO BRIDGE
THE DEVELOPMENT GAP AMONG
EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS,
China Society for Futures Studies
Education and Training Institute
(CFETI), a government agency in China
responsible for students wishing to
study offshore, presented its intent for
an academic alliance with Pangasinan
State University (PSU) to bolster the
skills of Chinese students towards
Internationalization.
CFETI officials namely Mr. Xizojun
Yin, President, Ms. Li Ciu, Signatory in
China and Ms. Louis Laine Pintor, Philippine
Representative at CFETI altogether arrived
at PSU Conference Hall on March 15 for
their proposal.
CFETI is based in Beijing, China
registered as a public legal institution under
supervision by the State Public Institution
Registration Administration Bureau.
However,
the
scope
of
collaboration between the two parties is
yet to be determined as it still under review
by Dr. Sally Jarin, Director for International
Linkages, Dr. Manolito Manuel, VPAA, and
Dr. Dexter R. Buted, University President.
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17 SUCs sign pact to fortify disaster resilience
WITH ASSISTANCE FROM THE COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
(CHEd), 17 State Universities and Colleges (SUCs) in the country have been
chosen to partner in a nationwide project entitled ‘Disaster Resilience Mapping of
Mission Critical Infrastructure and Investments of SUCS in the Philippines’.
Cagayan State University, the
Lead Higher Educational Institution
(HEI), with the other 16 SUCs inked a
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) stating
their participation as the chosen SUCs
per region to collaborate in the research
that shall help in the strengthening of
HEIs’ resiliency to natural, geological, and
human-induced disasters.
Pangasinan
State
University
was chosen among the SUCs in the
Ilocos Region to represent the region
in the said project along with: Cagayan
State University; Ifugao State University;
Pampanga State Agricultural University;
Polytechnic University of the Philippines;
Batangas State University; Mindoro State
College of Agriculture and Technology; Bicol
University; West Visayas State University;
Bohol Island State University; Eastern
Visayas State University; Western Mindanao
State University; University of Science and
Technology of Southern Philippines; Sultan
Kudarat State University; University of
Southeastern Philippines; Surigao State
College of Technology; and Mindanao State
University Tawi-tawi College of Technology

and Oceanography.
More so, the MOA indicates
that the participating SUCs shall select a
specific project coordinator and staff which
will undertake the research project, and
allow its instructional, research, extension,
lifeline and critical infrastructures as well
as its ICT investments to be subjected to
vulnerability and risk assessments.
The SUCs are also deemed to
publish the output of the research in
reputable journals and present it in a
Research Results Utilization/ Dissemination
Conference/ Seminar to be organized and
conducted by CHEd.
Hence, the research project is
aiming to provide a recommendation to the
risk-prone SUCs in the 17 regions of the
country in order to minimize the frequent
disruption of the Academic Activities of
the HEIs, and the damage in their mission
critical facilities and investments which are
threatened by disasters.
On the other hand, Dr. Dexter
R. Buted, as the University President,
represented the Pangasinan State University
in the MOA signing last March 28.

Platon presents invention in int’l market
HAVING A TECHNOLOGY IN THE AREA OF TRADITIONAL MEDICINE AND
HEALTHCARE, Dr. Catalina Platon, the current Director for Intellectual Property,
Research Utilization and Ethics of Pangasinan State University (PSU), was invited
to present her technological breakthrough to pitch it to potential partners from
the industry and clinch a potential partnership in the IPOPHL-UP Manila University
Technologies for the Industry, a networking event, on March 1 in Taguig City.
Dr. Platon’s technology called
“Instructional Multiple Binaural Acoustic
Stethoscope” (IMBAS) is a device that
has three headsets allowing an instructor
and two other students to perform the
auscultation activity simultaneously to save
time.
According to Platon, her invention
reduces complications may they be minor
caused by the auscultation activity such as
bruises or skin marks to clients when done
repeatedly.
It can be recalled that Dr. Platon
filed a registration for her invention
sometime on August 2014 from when
two years after the Intellectual Property

Philippines (IPP) Bureau of Patents
approved her registration of the Utility
Model and the grant of registration comes
with exclusive rights over the product to be
sold, used and imported.
However, the registration entails
validity for only seven years from the date
of filing which means that as of the present
year, it now has a remaining life of 2 years
(2014-2021) which convinced Dr. Platon
to venture into marketing her remarkable
invention.
So far, Dr. Platon successfully
plunged it to China who is interested in her
technology but is still opening it to other
potential partners in the industry.

PLATON
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PSU memorializes
Filipino heroism
in WW II

THE OFFICE OF THE VICE
PRESIDENT
FOR
ACADEMIC
AFFAIRS, headed by Dr. Manolito
C. Manuel, pioneered a three-day
activity to instill in the minds of
Pangasinan State University (PSU)
students the significance of World
War II to revive the sense of valor
and patriotism flowing in the veins of
all Filipinos and to radiate naturalism
from their hearts.
The activity ‘World War II in the
Philippines: A Legacy in Retrospect’ was
held at PSU Convention Hall on April 1-3
aiming to commemorate the nation-wide
experience which left a scar in the hearts
of Filipinos especially to the veterans of
the war. For many years, this remarkable
event in history have reminded the people
of the sacrifices and hardships of the
veterans but its true essence buries with
the past.
Dr. Josefina Tayag, one of the
keynote speakers, appealed to the
PSUnians to chronicle all the abuses and
forms of cruelty brought about by war so
it will not be repeated.
“Pangasinan
specifically
its
capital Lingayen served as a historic place
when the landing of Allied Forces led by
Gen. Douglas MacArthur took place and
became the turning point for the liberation
of the Philippines and the entire Pacific
region from Japanese occupation,” shared
Dr. Tayag.
More so, Dr. Tayag with Ms. Ma.
Elisela Vitriolo provided the attendees the
relevance and rationale of the Academic
Study of World War II in the Philippines
and why it should be included in the
tertiary curriculum.
The next to speak was Prof.
Bernard LM Karganilla who proposed for the
comeback of compulsory ROTC trainings
among physically and mentally fit male
students.
On the second day, a succession
of six topics fed the participants with an
ample of life-changing learnings while on
the third day, the program closed with all
the participants per group presenting their
insights from the activity.

GOLDEN CUBS. Aspiring PSUnians
carefully reading the test items of the
2019 PSU College Admission Test.

CAT examinees pop
surges by 9.17% in 2019
WITH THE CONTINUOUS IMPLEMENTATION OF THE UNIVERSAL ACCESS
TO QUALITY TERTIARY EDUCATION or the RA 10931, an upsurge was seen
in the Pangasinan State University College Admission Test (PSU CAT) examinees’
population after recording a number of 16, 071 in this year’s College Admission
Test setting a 9.71% upturn to the 2018 record, 14, 510.		
The Republic Act 10931 took
effect on the first semester of the academic
year 2018-2019 in all State Universities
and Colleges (SUCs), Local Universities and
Colleges (LUCs), and State-run Technical
Vocational Institutions in the country in
which the implementation paved way for
the University to cater only 7, 590 freshmen
enrollees on 2018.
On the other hand, the timed
school ability test taking the usual paper
and pencil type was administered primarily
by each campus’s Guidance Counselor and
the University’s Director for Admission and
Testing, Ms. Marinuelle Aquino.

Due to the avalanche in the
number of examinees, the Admission Test
schedule was divided into sessions within
the months of March and April.
Results of the said PSU College
Admission Test (CAT) in all campuses will
be officially released on May 10 as per
announced by the Office of the Director for
Admission and Testing.
Hence, PSU welcomes in advance
all the freshmen students and promises
to render the service that would create
a significant transformation in their
lives during and after their stay in the
University.
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news bit

PSU opens gate
for educ reform

AS PART OF PANGASINAN STATE
UNIVERSITY’S
(PSU)
VISION
to become an ASEAN Premier State
University in 2020, the University is
working on its way to realizing it by
accounting on the potential inclusion
of Learning Management System
(LMS) features in its mechanisms to
sway smoothly with the transforming
educational
needs
of
students,
teachers, and administrators in the
academe.
On April 16 at PSU Board Room,
an e-Think LMS provider, the C&E Publishing
Inc. presented its intent to cater service to
the University.
C&E provides an end to end
solutions to the Philippine academic
institutions covering both the traditional and
latest innovations in education. E-learning
fosters the skills and competencies that
learners need to become to survive in a
competitive world.
Listeners of the proposal included
the University President, Dr. Dexter R. Buted,
Vice President and PSU Lingayen Campus
Officials, Dr. Priscilla L. Agsalud, Campus
Executive Director, Dr. Rosario Valencerina,
Dean of the College of Education, Dr.
Lorna Urbiztondo, Dean of College of Arts
Sciences and Letters, Campus Librarians
and Campus MIS Coordinators.

A RELAXING TREAT. A University
employee enjoying one of PSUUGRC’s free health and wellness
stations during the celebration of
the National Women’s Month.

‘Women of PSU’ pampered in NWM celeb
WITH THE THEME “WE MAKE CHANGE WORK FOR WOMEN”, Pangasinan
State University (PSU) joins this year’s National Women’s Month celebration
through conducting a Culminating Program which had Atty. Glee-ce Macaranas
Basco, Dr. Perla Legaspi, and Ms. Rosielyn Baniqued who served as keynote
speakers to give inspiration and good example to all women on March 27 at PSU
Convention Hall.
As part of the celebration, PSU
Urduja GAD Resource Center (UGRC),
headed by Dr. Merlita Q. Santos, gave
the women faculty members and staff
privileges to enjoy such as health and
wellness services for free from the NC II
passers from Alaminos City.
The activity was held to pay
appreciation for all women around the world
and their significant contributions which led
Atty. Macaranas to put forward women’s
rights and protection under the laws as
she educated attendees of the culminating
program to empower women and prevent
them from getting maltreated in the society.
More so, two other women shared their
stories and encourage every woman in PSU

to stand against the unjust society. Dr. Perla
Legaspi, Chair of the Lyceum Northwestern
University- Graduate School and at the
same time the Executive Director for Center
for Pangasinan Studies, spoke in behalf of
all female professionals contributing in the
transformation of the world.
She stressed on the unique
capability of women to utilize their creativity
in their different working arenas and that
women possess this common instinct that
results to amazing outputs and believes
that only women are capable of this.
Ms. Rosielyn B. Baniqued, on the
other hand, a Culinary/ Businesswoman,
emphasized that homes would be broken
without women/ mothers to sustain it.

CHM acquires ken in PHL top hospitality institutes
IN ORDER TO GRASP NEW HOSPITALITY KNOW-HOWS, the faculty members and students of Pangasinan State
University College of Hospitality Management (PSU CHM) visited two Higher Educational Institutions known for their best
Hospitality Management program facilities in the country last March 14.
Headed by Dr. Rodelyn A. Mejia,
the College Dean of CHM, the delegation
headed to the Lyceum of the Philippines
(LPU) Manila and Enderun College to check
on the institutions’ best practices in hotel
management and culinary facilities such as
the Digital Front Office System, Mock Hotel
Set-up, and Kitchen Laboratories.
More so, the delegation of the
University was toured in the LPU Culinary
Institute wherein they visited the Kitchen
Laboratories located at the Bayleaf Hotel,

Intramuros, Manila.
“This activity will surely help us
[faculty members] in our college to establish
more quality resources for the students not
just in terms of physical resources, such as
the laboratories and equipment, but also
in their learning resources too to be more
globally competent,” expressed by Dr. Mejia.
Hence, it can be recalled that
Dr. Dexter R. Buted, University President,
pioneered the rehabilitation of the Hospitality
Management program facilities last 2015 to

help the program be ‘internationalized’ which
was one of the main goals of the University.
On the other hand, after the
ocular visits, the CHM faculty members and
students attended in the Council of Hotel
and Restaurant Educators of the Philippines
(COHREP) National Skills competition as
spectators hoping to learn more from
the top hospitality, tourism and culinary
practitioners from the Philippines in order
to reclaim the Over-all Championship in the
said competition next year.
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LC fronts Coastal Clean-up
WITH THE NEED OF THE MANKIND TO PROTECT AND
PRESERVE OUR OCEANS, Pangasinan State University
Lingayen Campus (PSU LC) officials led by Dr. Lorna G.
Urbiztondo, Campus Executive Director, with the Supreme
Student Council (SSC), faculty members and students
initiated a coastal clean-up on April 24 at the Lingayen Gulf.
Thru a campus advisory, the students and faculty
members were encouraged to join in the Coastal Clean-up
along the areas of Binmaley and Lingayen to help in the
cause.
“We have a really high tolerance in this kind of
projects. Everything that could help in the environment, we
will lend our hands to it,” expressed by Kimberly G. Rosario,
SSC President.
Said undertaking was participated in by about 1,000
students and faculty members.
Likewise, said Coastal Clean-up was due to the
preparation of the Lingayen Campus for the Regional Annual
Administrative and Tactical Inspection (RAATI) which was
conducted this year at the Diamond Park, Capitol Ground near
the Lingayen Gulf as the construction in the PSU Open Field is
still on-going.

SAVE OUR SEAS. Students of PSU Lingayen Campus picking-up trashes in the
shore of the Lingayen Beach to save the ocean from the pollution. (Photo by: YPAG)

PSU heightens safety, security measures

I AM READY. An ‘injured’ student being carried by the BFP and the volunteers during the earthquake simulation in
Lingayen Campus to teach students and employees about first-aid. (Photo by: YPAG)

TO STRENGTHEN PANGASINAN STATE UNIVERSITY’S READINESS IN
TIMES OF DISASTER, Lingayen Campus conducted the Campus Alert bearing
the theme “Ligtas na PSU ating Kamtin, Bawat Mag-aaral at Kawani ay Sanayin,
Kaalaman at Kahandaan sa Kalamidad at Sakuna ay Palawakin,” on April 10-11 at
PSU Convention Hall, Open Field and Covered Court.
Through the initiative of the
Campus NSTP Coordinator, Mr. Christopher
Mabazza, PSU Senior High School
Department headed by Dr. Renato Salcedo,
Bachelor of Public Administration program
and the Young Public Administrators’ Guild
(YPAG), PSU Lingayen handled the twoday Safety and Security Management
Seminar to educate and train students and
employees about Disaster Preparedness and
Risk Reduction, Fire Safety and Prevention,
Basic Self Defense and First Aid.
Even more specific, the program
progressed with the talks about Fire Safety
and Prevention hurdled by a representative

of Bureau of Fire Protection, Lingayen
Station team, Basic Self-Defense taught
by PCMS Rizel M. Lumiguen of PNP
Lingayen Station, and First Aid and Life
Saving Techniques essential during rescue
operations by Pangasinan Provincial Health
Office team.
More so, on April 11, students
and employees situated in Legacy, CAS
and NatSci buildings were alarmed and
evacuated to an identified safe zone
(campus parking area) right after an
earthquake and fire hit the campus as an
emergency drill to simulate what to do
during and after a disaster.

SWF-PSU heads
Filipino, P’sinan literature
paper presentation confab

THE
SENTRO
NG
WIKANG
FILIPINO (SWF) of Pangasinan
State University, led by Dr. Mary Ann
Macaranas, recently spearheaded a
provincial research presentation about
the Filipino and Pangasinan Literature
last April 23 at the Bayambang Events
Center, Bayambang, Pangasinan.
Said undertaking was designed
to promote and introduce the different
research papers of the faculty members
of the University and some notable
Pangasinan people regarding the language
and literature of Filipino as well as the
Pangasinan Language.
Here are the research titles
presented during the said event: ‘Pagsusuri
sa Sampung Maikling Kuwento ni Efren
Abueg’ by Elmer C. Diocares of PSU
Alaminos; ‘Pagsusuri sa Ilang Pelikulang
Indie’ by Mary Ann R. Dalaten of PSU
San Carlos; ‘Panitikang Pangasinan:
Pagtanggap at Pagtangkilik’ by Dr. Renato
S. Santillan- Ulirang Guro 2014; and ‘Estilo
ng Pagsulat sa mga Nagwaging Akda sa
Kurit Panlunggaring’ Archimedes RiemannKampeon, Pagsulat ng Anlong.
More so, University of the
Philippines Visayas Sentro ng Wikang Filipino
Director, Dr. Jose Julie E. Ramirez, graced
the event to present to the audience the
agenda of the ‘Pananaliksik Pampanitikan’.
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Don’t be afraid to take risks– Buted to young leaders

“AS YOUNG LEADERS, don’t be afraid to take risks. Be strongminded on your
decisions and actions.” – these are the words the Pangasinan State University
(PSU) President, Dr. Dexter R. Buted, delivered in front of over 140 student-leaders
during the Science and Technology Youth Leadership Encampment (STYLE) held
at University of Rizal System Tanay Campus, Tanay, Rizal on April 3-5.

“You must believe in yourself. Lead
not just to challenge but also to inspire,” he
added as he encouraged the young leaders
to go outside their shells and be a leader
who can make impossible things happen.
Anchored by the theme, “Leaders
Strengthening leaders: forging young minds
toward global competitiveness”, Dr. Buted
also emphasized the importance of being
globally competent individual in order to
respond to international trends and needs.
On the other hand, PCSMT Student Chapter
National President John Joseph V. Zarate
expressed his gratefulness to the support
given by the President to the budding
leaders of science and technology especially
to occasions like this.
Zarate, a Bachelor of Secondary
Education major in Biological Science
student from PSU-Bayambang, said that
the event is very significant especially in
gauging future leaders of the society with

skills that will promote progressivism in the
field of science and technology.
He also added, “The primary goal
[of the STYLE] is to equip student leaders
with essential skills and values to make
their leadership more meaningful and
dynamic using transformative approaches
in Science, Mathematics, and Technology.”
Moreover, various discussions
were also conducted which include Updates
on Science, Mathematics and Technology by
Mr. Fernando E. Ablaza, Provincial Science
and Technology Director of Rizal Province;
and Leadership: Its role in Science and
Technology by Prof. Genaro B. Abreu of
Batangas State University.
A team building activity was
also held as part of the activities in the
encampment to give participants exciting
experiences of learning by doing and learning
by fun in promoting camaraderie among
federated and local officers and members.

R&D unit engages in Luzon RSM

PANGASINAN STATE UNIVERSITY researchers and extensionists headed by
the Vice President for Research and Development, Dr. Virgilio Barongan, recently
joined in the Luzon leg of the Regional Scientific Meeting (RSM) to take part in
the crafting of resolution for the Scientific and Technological Developments of the
Philippines.
National Scientists, Academicians,
Government Officials, Higher Educational
Institutions (HEIs) and other stakeholders
also participated in the Luzon RSM which
was organized by the National Academy of
Science and Technology (NAST) Philippines
and Department of Science and Technology
(DOST) last April 24-25, 2019 at the Don
Leopoldo Sison Auditorium, Alaminos City,
Pangasinan.
Said meeting was aimed to support
the United Nation’s Sustainable Development
Goals (UNSDG) by focusing on
three (3) SDG-related goals
and their basic scientific
principle to come up with a
unified resolution from t h e
three main islands of
the Philippines that
shall be presented to
the President of the
Republic.
This year’s

RSM was centered in the theme “Caring for
our Country’s Carrying Capacity” and tackled
three (3) important topics related to carrying
capacity—Plastic Pollution, Sustainable Marine
Food Security, and Sustainable Education,
Talent Development, and Retention.
On the other hand, DOST Regional
Director, Armando Q. Ganal, expressed his
gratitude to the NAST PHL for choosing
Region 1 to host the RSM.
“I believe that this year’s activity
will live up to that character… EXCELLENCE.
Certainly, this event will uphold that standard
where the National
Scientists
and Academicians
f r o m
the NAST PHL
will improve the
[Science
and
Technology]
horizon
of
our
present
researchers,
p r o f e s s o r s ,
enthusiasts
and
s t a k e h o l d e r s ,”
Ganal added.

LUZON REGIONAL SCIENTIFIC MEETING. PSU Research and Development Officials shaking hands with the
Regional Director of DOST and Member of PSU’s Board of Regents, Dr. Armando Ganal during the Luzon RSM.

FSG unites
stude leaders,
holds leadership
training
TO DEVELOP AND EMPOWER THE
STUDENT LEADERS, the Federated
Student Government (FSG) headed by
Hon. Beverly Tugas, FSG President and
Student Regent, fronted a two-day
training and seminar for Pangasinan
State University (PSU) Supreme
Student Councils on April 5-6 at PSU
Lingayen Campus Convention Hall.
Bearing the theme ‘FSG@ Heart:
Transformational Leadership Towards
ASEAN Integration’, the Leadership
Training Seminar prompted by the FSG
was aimed to unite the participants and to
provide an avenue for all of the student
council officers of the nine campuses of
the university for them to develop their
leadership and technical skills, and to
check on their mental and emotional
capacity on handling the responsibility as
student leaders as well.
More so, Miss Beverly Fernandez,
PSU Lingayen Campus Guidance Counsellor
discussed
the
Psychological
Stress
Management before the audience to help
them understand their emotions more. In
addition, student leaders from the Lyceum
of the Philippines University (LPU) also
shared their expertise in leadership as
they elaborated the topics ‘Building A High
Performance Team Planning’ and ‘Beyond
Borders’.
“I am a first year student and
I find this kind of activity really helpful
and essential for everyone who wants to
become an efficient and effective leader,
especially for a young leader like me. I
wish there will be more activities of this
like to really empower and develop our
student leaders,” expressed by Brisha
Eryka Faye Recto, one of the attendees of
the said training seminar.
Meanwhile, to add dazzle to the
event, a socialization night and a pageant
for the students who were members of the
GBTQ community, dubbed as Binibeking
FSG in which Prince Dexter Soriano of
Pangasinan State University San Carlos
City Campus was proclaimed winner, was
also prepared on April 5.
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A double crown for the Golden Lions!

PSU lad, lass are
Mr. and Ms. SCUAA-I ‘19

AFTER THE TREMENDOUS MENTAL AND PHYSICAL
PREPARATION by the Pangasinan State University
(PSU) representatives, Christian Jay Madarang and
Leona Cameron Vallesta, the entire Golden Lion Team
rejoiced as the two notched the most coveted titles
for this year’s State Universities and Colleges Athletic
Association (SCUAA) Region 1 olympics, the Mr. and
Ms. SCUAA-1 2019.

It was a double win after the two were pronounced the new Mr.
and Ms. SCUAA-1 2019 last March 22 held at Ilocos Sur Polytechnic State
College, (ISPSC) Sta Maria, Ilocos Sur.
During an interview, both expressed gratitude to all their supporters
in the University saying they would have not possibly targeted the crowns
without the overwhelming trust and confidence shown by their believers.
Moreover, amidst the pressure and the nerves felt during the
competition, Vallesta managed to hoard minor and meritorious awards
as follow: Ms. Congeniality, Best in Production Number, Ms. Brown and
Roots, Best in Sportswear, and Best in SCUAA Jersey Uniform.
Madarang, on the other hand, was awarded Mr. Photogenic and Mr.
Articulate.

#PSUPride

Golden Lion Team hauls
the following awards in the
SCUAA-I 2019
CHAMPION
MR. AND MISS SCUAA I 2019
SEPAK TAKRAW
TABLE TENNIS
VOLLEYBALL MEN
VOLLEYBALL WOMEN
BEACH VOLLEY MEN

1ST RUNNER-UP
CHESS MEN
SOCCER
BADMINTON MEN

2ND RUNNER-UP

TAEKWONDO MEN
TAEKWONDO WOMEN
CHESS WOMEN
LAWN TENNIS WOMEN
BADMINTON WOMEN
BASKETBALL WOMEN
SOFTBALL

VALLESTA

MADARANG

PSU lambasts contenders in SCUAA I
AS A MANIFESTATION OF DOMINANCE IN SPORTS, Pangasinan State
University garnered the 3rd spot sharing it with University of Northern Philippines
(UNP) after scoring a total of 283 points in the over-all results of SCUAA I 2019
held at Ilocos Sur Polytechnic State College (ISPSC), Sta. Maria Ilocos Sur March
19-22.
Meanwhile, Mariano Marcos State
University (MMSU) bagged this year’s
SCUAA I Championship with a stupendous
score of 322 totaled from all the sports
categories. MMSU was followed in rank
by Don Mariano Marcos State University
(DMMMSU) with a contending score of 309.
ISPSC, on the other hand, despite being the
host school ended in 5th place; and NLPSC
in 6th place.

Six
University
Presidents
including Dr. Dexter R. Buted, PSU
President led the opening program and
participated in the grand parade and
torch lighting. They also extended warm
greetings and friendly reminders of a
healthy competition.
Throughout the competition,
PSU blew off opponents evident in the
victories the athletes hoarded.

3RD RUNNER-UP
LAWN TENNIS MEN

4TH rUNNER-UP
ATHLETICS WOMEN
SWIMMING MEN
SWIMMING WOMEN

5TH RUNNER-UP
ATHLETICS MEN

CAMARADERIE ABOVE ALL. Region I State Universities and Colleges Presidents raising hands
up to signify sportsmanship and stronger camaraderie during the SCUAA-I Olympics.

